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this book examines how to write cmake configuration files ( cmake.txt and cmakelists.txt ) to build a software project. we start by looking at the basic concepts of cmake and the cmake language. we then discuss how to manage cmake build environments, how to manage third-party libraries, and how to generate and manage
build scripts for your project. also we will take a look at how to optionally debug cmake scripts, and also how to optionally make your build scripts generate visual studio project files, and how to optionally use make to build software. we conclude by looking at how to only generate build scripts, and how to only generate project

files, as well as how to automate automatically building software in a clean environment using autoconf. we will take a look at how to optionally debug cmake scripts, and also how to optionally make your build scripts generate visual studio project files, and how to optionally use make to build software. we conclude by looking at
how to only generate build scripts, and how to only generate project files, as well as how to automate autoconf. i have tried to use cmake with several projects and usually i enjoy its power. with windows i have not faced any real problems, but on linux/macos i have not gotten used to the tool. i understand the basics, but cannot

manage to use some 'basic' commands as reported in the manual.
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when you run cmake, it looks for the project's cmakelists.txt file. as soon as it finds the project's cmakelists.txt file, it runs it. the cmake command
has its own rules for how to run cmake. specifically, it runs the make command, and then calls the ctest command to test your code. this article

describes the cmakelists.txt file syntax and basic usage. the cmake command can also be run interactively from the command line. it allows you to
change your build options and run a test. it is explained in more detail in the cmake introduction. cmake is not officially supported by any of the
major vendors, but it is actively developed, so there is a good chance that, if there is a problem, it will be fixed. it also offers good support for

libraries and external projects, especially if the project is fairly large. i have tried for a while to convince intel to support cmake, but they seem to
be very against it. intel has its own build system for fortran, but they are primarily interested in the fortran compiler itself, not in supporting other
languages. the cmake cookbook is written to be as simple as possible, which in my opinion makes it easy to understand for those who are new to
cmake, and yet still offers enough features to cover the basics for experienced developers. it has plenty of examples and recipes, and each recipe

goes into detail about the details. many of the most basic recipes are for unix-like operating systems (linux, macos, etc.), but it also covers
windows-based systems. i personally use linux most of the time, but i have ported cmake to windows and macos, and can confirm that it works

pretty well. 5ec8ef588b
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